
Hell and Back – Jack E. McCoy 
 

Skill Level: 1  2  3  4  5 – The deck can be borrowed 

 

  This anti-‘Ambitious-Card’ effect is relatively easy, considering the sleight of hand is of 

the simpler breed, but it’s not self-working and will take a little practice, O.K., the more 

practice the merrier (practice). Get it down and you’ll have a show piece of the 

ambitiously strange for your inner magical amusement. Each of the 3 parts of this trick 

can also be used separately or combined with other ambitious card routines. This routine 

in general takes a different approach and uses breaks gained at the bottom of the deck 

instead of underneath the top card(s) which many ambitious-card methods use. Nothing 

looks worse than a magician piddling with the top of a deck while they’re talking. This 

method has no get-ready during any sequences or moves.  

 

 

 

 

Part 1: A selection surprisingly travels downward from one freely chosen location 

to another! 

 

1. Have the deck shuffled and returned. If they ask, tell them no, they may not keep it! 

Hold the deck face down in left hand dealing grip and turn the top card face up. After 

naming the card out loud, turn it back face down on top. For teaching purpose, we’ll 

pretend the selection is the 4 of hearts. With the right hand, reach over and grasp the 

deck in biddle-grip. Ensure the front fingers cover the front edge of the deck. 

Remove the deck from the left hand. Now, with the left thumb peel the top card off 

the deck and into the left hand. When it falls into the left palm let it fall into a deep 

condition at the base of the fingers. You’re not doing anything crazy here, you’re just 

conditioning their mind(s) to this particular way of handling cards. Revolve the left- 

hand to show the selection’s face, then rotate back and put the card back face down 

on top of the deck. Putting a card back on top of a deck that’s biddle held may feel 

odd at first since the right hand almost gets in the way of doing it smoothly. It’s O.K. 

however since you’re not doing anything sneaky and who’s to question anything?  

Ask the spectator how many cards he’d like the selection to be buried underneath. 

Suppose he says “15”. Say “O.K. so that means 14 cards on top of the selection.” as 

you say this peel the top and bottom cards off at the same time, by the left thumb 

and fingers, merging the two at their front edge but keeping a small pinky break 

between them at their inside-right corner before they have a chance to merge 

together completely. With a full deck, peeling the top card and secretly the bottom 

card at the same time and keeping the bottom card hidden will take some practice to 

get smooth. During this time be looking at the spectator’s face and verifying how 

many needs to be dealt on top, in this case 14 would be dealt, putting the selection in 

the 15th spot as per the spectator’s request. They already saw the selection dealt off 

this way and won’t care enough to be watching closely. O.K., after peeling and 

milking the top and bottom cards together into the left hand and catching a pinky 

break at their back right corner, return the left hand to peel the next card off the top. 

When the hand is below the right, the top card of the double (the selection) is stolen 



back and onto the bottom of the deck. A card will still be visible in the left hand as the 

thumb peels off the top card onto it. Counting that peel as “1” (counting out loud), 

continue peeling and counting out loud until you’ve peeled 14 cards. The spectator(s) 

will believe this packet to be fifteen cards with the selection on the bottom. With the 

left-hand place this packet onto the table, then take the deck from the right hand. 

With the right hand, reach down to the table stack and in-jog all the cards above the 

bottom card to about their midpoint, like a ribbon-spread of one card, lol. The 

spectator(s) think the bottom and out-jogged card is the selection, when actually it’s 

on the bottom of the deck in your hand.  

2. Spread over cards of the deck singly, at the same time counting out loud on each, 

starting from the previous stopping point, and count the cards to the 26th. In our case 

we would have started at ‘16’ then counted ten more cards. Have the spectator now 

tell you a number between 27 & 52. This time simply count cards from left hand to 

right by a simple spreading means. When you get to the chosen number (in our case 

‘44’), out-jog that card, then square everything but keeping that one card out-jogged. 

Don’t flash its face. Retake the squared deck w/ out-jogged card into the left hand. 

With the right hand pick up the tabled stack and place it onto the top of the deck, 

aligning the deck proper and keeping the two cards out-jogged. Holding the deck in 

the left hand, the right hand from above hovers over and the index pushes the top 

out-jogged card flush into the deck. During this say, “If I could magically transfer your 

card from the 15th spot to the 44th it would look something like this!” Move the right 

hand away. Now, move the right hand back above the deck then forward and beyond 

the front of the deck Lower the thumb onto the top of the out-jogged card and the 

fingers below. Dip the front of the deck down slightly so the right thumb and out-

jogged card are for the most part all that’s visible. Hidden from view, the fingers or 

mainly middle finger, contact the bottom card of the deck (selection). Now, the 

finger(s) quickly pull that bottom card out from the front and begin pinching up onto 

the bottom of the out-jogged card. Remove both cards together and out from the 

front of the deck, up and over onto the top of the deck, like closing the cover of a 

notepad. Everything happens so quickly and the hands naturally block so much from 

view, it will look just like you simply removed the out-jogged card and revolved it, 

notepad style, face up onto the top of the deck. The adding of the bottom card is 

invisible. Do it in front of a mirror and you’ll see the right-hand blocks from view most 

of the activity. The visible part is the thumb and out-jogged card and those are the 

clean aspects of the move. I’ve done this move so many times and have floored 

some of the sharpest minds in magic with it  

 

  Even though you didn’t show the selection once you put it and its injogged packet 

on top of the deck proper, there wasn’t any need for it in the first place. The tabled 

and then out-jogged situations are visually odd to them and therefore they won’t 

expect any further handling going on. Plus, the top out-jogged card is so close to the 

other the selection couldn’t be seen if you were to show it. So therefore, there’s no 

need nor expectation of it being shown, again. Trust me, I know what I’m talking 

about.  

 I’ve gotten very strong reactions from this first trick alone. It’s time to injure their 

brains further however, and with simpler means. 

 



 Part 2: The card travels to the bottom of the deck.  

 

3. After step 2 the selection will be on top of the deck with an indifferent face-up card 

under it. Double-turnover, remove the top card and place it on the table. Take the 

deck with the right hand and lower it, in-jogged slightly, on top of the tabled card. Lift 

off half of the deck, leaving the bottom half in-jogged on top of the tabled card. Place 

the remaining cards back into the left hand. Double-turnover to show a random card, 

double-turnover, remove the top card and place it on the table, to the left of the other. 

With the right hand take the remaining cards from the left hand and place them on 

top of and in-jogged slightly with that card. Now for a little flourish I’d never seen 

before. You’re going to talk as you go through the following motions. Your patter is, 

“With luck the 4 of hearts will now travel from the middle of the deck,……, to the 

bottom.” During this sentence reach down with the right hand, contact the injogged 

deck portion on the right and slide it forward on top of the out-jogged card. Pick that 

stack up and place it on top of the other injogged deck half. In a continuous and slow 

fashion push the deck forward on the out-jogged card to where it’s flush. Dig your 

fingers under the front of the deck, thumb on top, grip it and turn the deck over as a 

brick. The selection will be showing, having somehow magically travelled to the 

deck’s bottom! Let this effect sink in. The flow of the flourish should coincide with 

your patter, do both comfortably and build up each phase of the flourish along the 

way.  

 

This unique anti-ambitious double-phased magic event will even surprise your fellow 

magician buds because it’s doubtful they’ve ever seen or rarely see inverted 

ambitious card effects. They may figure out part 2 since they’re usually familiar with 

double-turnovers, but part 1 will have them pondering. That is if you did it smoothly, 

so don’t fuck around, get it down, don’t be a clown, don’t perform with a frown, here 

or in any town.  

 

Part 3: The jokers suck the selection from the bottom of the deck hell to the 

heavenly top.  

 

4.  Spread the face up deck and locate the two jokers. As you come to each, remove it 

turn it face down and place on the bottom (back) of the face up deck. The selection 

remains face up on top. Close and turn the deck face down. Spread the 2 face up 

jokers to display them, spreading the 3rd card slightly. Close the spread, catching a 

pinky break below the top 3 cards. With the right hand grasp the 3 cards above the 

break in biddle-grip, the left thumb lowering onto the top joker, the right-hand strips 

the joker and selection, as one, rightward and out from below the top joker, the left 

thumb pressed and holding it in place as the right-hand strips the double out from 

below it. Once the double is clear let the retained joker drop onto the deck. Place the 

double card on top. This standard loading sequence of a card between the jokers is 

very effective and easy to do.  

5.  Say, “I will now cause the 4 of hearts to jump from the bottom of the deck to 

between the jokers.” During this patter and holding the deck in the right hand, biddle-

style, get a thumb break above the bottom card. Raise the hand up so they can see 

the selection on the bottom. Rotate back palm down and shake the deck slightly to 



indicate a magical event taking place. With the left hand, peel the top joker into it. 

Say, “Look, there’s now a face-down card between the jokers”. Return the left hand 

below the right. Drop the card below the pinky break onto the joker in the left hand, 

as the left thumb lowers onto the face down card that’s visible on top of the deck. 

That card is peeled off, the selection being secretly loaded underneath it. Return and 

peel the remaining joker off the deck and onto its cards. Show the bottom of the deck 

so they can see the selection is gone, afterward placing it face down on the table. 

Grasp the 4 cards in right hand biddle-grip. Place the left hand’s thumb on the top 

and the fingers up against the bottom card. With the right-hand strip the middle 2 

cards out the right side, the left thumb and fingers retaining the top and bottom 

cards. Don’t strip the double completely out however, but just slightly then move it 

forward into an up-jogged condition. Remember, this is only supposed to be one card 

so keep the double tight. Square the jokers where they’re face up together with a 

face down double-card out-jogged between them. Revolve the left-hand palm down 

to show the face of the selection. With the right hand pinch the double card, as if 

you’re about to remove it. But, before you do quickly push the back card of the 

double down into the middle of the jokers. As soon as it’s done, the hand removes 

the selection and drops it face up onto the table. Rotate the jokers back face up. 

Hold the packet in biddle grip and back spread the bottom card out the left side to 

show 2 jokers. Drop the right face up joker onto the deck, secretly unloading the 

extra card onto the deck. Drop the other joker on top of all to conclude. All may be 

examined.  

 

Alternately: The previous explanation is how I perform it, however If you’re not 

trying to dupe magicians and for the general public, the peeling of the top and bottom 

cards together can be eliminated.  

6. After the deck is shuffled, double turnover the top two cards, double turnover again, 

remove the top card and place it on the table. Ask for a number between 1 & 26. 

Peel off the top card, counting it as one. When you return and peel the next card, 

load the 1st card (selection) back onto the bottom of the deck. Continue peeling to the 

named number then place those cards on top of the tabled card, slightly in-jogged. 

Continue at step ‘2’.  

 


